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The structure and equilibrium properties of a two-dimensional system of superconducting vortices in a
periodic pinning potential with square symmetry are studied numerically. For a range of the strength of the
pinning potential, the low-temperature crystalline state exhibits only one of the two basic periodicities~in the
x and y directions! of the pinning potential. This ‘‘partially pinned’’ solid undergoes a continuous melting
transition to a weakly modulated liquid as the temperature is increased. A spin model, constructed using
symmetry arguments, is shown to reproduce the critical behavior at this transition.
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Thin-film superconductors with artificially constructe
periodic arrays of pinning centers have attracted m
experimental1–3 and theoretical4 attention in recent years
Such arrays may consist of microholes~‘‘antidots’’ !,1 defects
produced by heavy-ion bombardment,2 or magnetic dots.3

The presence of a periodic pinning potential has many in
esting effects on the equilibrium and transport properties
system of vortices induced in the sample by an external m
netic field. Some of these effects, which depend crucially
the value of the filling factorn that measures the averag
number of vortices per unit cell of the pin lattice, have be
observed in imaging experiments2 and in measurements o
the magnetic1 and transport3 properties of such samples. Th
melting transition of the vortex lattice in such systems p
vides an example of two-dimensional (2d) melting in an
external periodic potential. Evidence for this melting tran
tion has been found in imaging experiments2 and magnetiza-
tion measurements.1 Similar melting transitions are of inter
est in other physical systems such as atoms adsorbe
crystalline substrates,5 arrays of Josephson junctions,6 and
colloidal particles in interfering laser fields.7

The effects of a weak, commensurate, periodic poten
on 2d melting have been studied5 within the framework of
the Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperin-Nelson-Young theory5,8 of
defect mediated melting. Forn!1, this analysis predicts th
occurrence of two continuous transitions: adepinningtransi-
tion from a low-temperaturepinned solidphase in registry
with the substrate to afloating solidphase that is essentiall
decoupled from the substrate, and amelting transition at a
higher temperature where the floating solid transforms t
liquid. This sequence of transitions has been observed
simulations4,6 of 2d systems in weak, commensurate, pe
odic potentials with triangular and square symmetry. The t
transitions are expected to merge into a single one~from the
pinned solid to the liquid! as n is increased5,6 and/or the
pinning potential is strengthened.4

In this paper, we report the results of Monte Carlo~MC!
simulations of the equilibrium properties of a 2d system of
vortices in the presence of a square array of pinning cen
The filling factorn is taken to be unity. We consider pinnin
centers that produce a repulsive potential with a range c
parable to that of the intervortex interaction. Pinning cent
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with these properties may be experimentally realized in
rays of magnetic dots each of which produces a potential
can be tailored9 by adjusting its magnetic moment. Anothe
physical realization is obtained in a square array of stro
attractive, short-range pinning centers at fillingn52.4 In this
case, each pinning center would trap a vortex at low te
peratures, and these pinned vortices would interact with
remaining interstitial vortices~assuming each pin can tra
only one vortex! via an effective repulsive potential.10 The
net potential produced by an array of such pinning cen
has very flat minima10 at the centers of the square unit ce
of the pin lattice~see Fig. 1!. This kind of pinning is quali-
tatively different from that considered in previous studies4,6

in which each pinning center was assumed to produce
attractive potential with range much smaller than the int
vortex spacing.

We find that this difference in the nature of the pinnin
has strong effects on the structure of the low-tempera
solid phase and its melting transition. For a range of val

FIG. 1. The main plot shows the net pinning potential forA
51023 ~solid line! and the potential due to vortices located at t
centers of the squares~dashed line! as functions of the distanceS
from the center of a pin square along a diagonal. The upper i
shows a plot ofDmin , the displacement from the center that min
mizes the lattice energy, as a function of the pinning-strength
rameterA. The lower inset shows an unit cell of the partially pinne
structure.B andC are the positions of the vortices in the state w
square symmetry andB8 andC8 are their positions in the partially
pinned structure, withBB85CC85Dmin . Three other structures
related to the shown one by symmetry, are equally probable at
temperatures.
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of the strength of the pinning potential, the low-temperat
state of our vortex system is a lattice with a basis, with u
cells of size 2d3d, whered is the spacing of the pin lattice
and two vortices in each unit cell~see Fig. 1!. Three other
structures, related by symmetry to the one shown in Fig
are equally likely to occur at low temperatures. We call t
phase, which exhibits one of the two basic periodicities
the square pin array, apartially pinnedsolid to distinguish it
from the pinned and floating solid phases mentioned abo

As the temperature is increased, the partially pinned s
undergoes a continuous melting transition to a weakly mo
lated liquid that has the square symmetry of the substrate
have used finite-size scaling to analyze the critical beha
at this transition. We have also used symmetry considerat
to construct a spin model that is expected to exhibit a tr
sition in the same universality class as that of the melt
transition in the vortex system. The values of critical exp
nents obtained from a finite-size scaling analysis of the
sults of simulations of the spin model are consistent w
those obtained for the vortex system. This transition appe
to belong in a universality class not found in previous stud
of similar systems.

We model the 2d system of vortices as a collection o
point particles interacting via the repulsive potential

U~r !5U0K0~r /l!. ~1!

Here, K0 is the Hankel function andU05F0
2t/(8p2l2),

whereF0 is the flux quantum,l is the penetration depth, an
t is the film thickness. The interaction of the vortices with t
pinning centers is assumed to be of the formAU(r ), where
the parameterA measures the relative strength of the pinni
potential. We use parameters appropriate for the Nb sam
studied in Ref. 2:l50.1 mm, d510l, t5l. For these pa-
rameter values,U(r 5d)/kB.7 K. We measure lengths in
units of l, energies in units ofU0, and the temperature in
Kelvins.

In Fig. 1, we have shown the variation of the net pinni
potential forA51023 along a diagonal of a pin square, an
compared it with the potential due to a system of vortic
located at the centers of the pin squares. The pining pote
exhibits a very flat minimum at the center of the square. T
plot also shows that the pinning and interaction energies
comparable for this value ofA. We used a simulated annea
ing procedure to find the ground states of the vortex sys
for various values ofA. WhenA is of order unity or higher,
the ground state has square symmetry, with one vortex
cated at the center of each elementary square of the pin a
As A is reduced belowAc.0.012, the ground state is foun
to be made up of unit cells that consist of two pin squar
The vortices in the two squares are displaced from the c
ters by equal amounts in opposite directions, as shown in
lower inset of Fig. 1. This displacement causes a reductio
the interaction energy, which more than compensates the
crease in the pinning energy ifA is small. The distanceDmin
of the vortices from the center of the square increases asA is
decreased, and reaches a maximum of about 0.23d for A
'1024. We have also calculated the energy of a vortex
tice of this structure for different values of the displacem
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D from the center and found theD that minimizes the energy
for differentA. The results, shown in Fig. 1, match well wit
those obtained from simulated annealing. These res
clearly show a transition from a fully pinned structure wi
square symmetry to a partially pinned structure withDmin

Þ0 as A is decreased belowAc . The ground states forA
,1025 appear to have a complex, disordered structure~we
are not sure that our simulated annealing procedure loc
the true ground states for such values ofA), and the trian-
gular Abrikosov lattice is recovered forA50.

At high temperatures, the vortices form a weakly mod
lated liquid with square symmetry. We used MC simulatio
to study how the system evolves to this state as the temp
tureT is increased. We monitored structural changes by m
suring the structure functionsS(k)5^r(k)r(2k)&/N2,
where ^•••& represents a thermodynamic~MC! average,
r(k) is the Fourier transform of the local density, andN is
the number of particles in the system. We also looked
signatures of a transition by measuring the specific h
Cv5^(E2^E&)2&/(NkBT2), whereE is the total energy of
the system. WhenA is large enough to have a lattice wit
square symmetry as the ground state, the system grad
transforms to a modulated liquid with the same symme
with no signature of a phase transition. For lower values
A, when the symmetry of the ground state is different fro
that of the high-temperature phase, the system undergo
continuous transition that is signalled by a peak in the s
cific heat and sharp changes inS(k) for appropriatek’s, as
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The reciprocal lattice vectors of the structure with the u
cell shown in Fig. 1 areG(n1 ,n2)5@n1(p/d),n2(2p/d)#,
wheren1 andn2 are integers. For this structure,^r(G)& van-
ishes for the smallestG corresponding ton151, n250. We
have measured the temperature-dependence ofS(G) for the
next three smallestGs: G15G(2,0), G25G(1,1), andG3
5G(0,1). Note thatG1 andG3 are reciprocal lattice vector
of the square pin array, butG2 is not. Simulation data ob-
tained in a cooling run for a sample withA51024 are shown
in Fig. 2. At high temperatures,S(G1) andS(G3) have the
same small value, whereasS(G2) is smaller, indicating a

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the structure functionsS(G)
for A51024. Data for three values ofG ~see text!, G1 ~squares!, G2

~circles!, andG3 ~diamonds! are shown. The solid lines are guide
to the eye. The inset shows the average displacementD of the
vortices from the centers of the pin squares as a function of
temperatureT.
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weakly modulated phase with square symmetry. As the t
perature is decreased,S(G1) and S(G2) increase sharply
near T.5.0 K, while S(G3) decreases at about the sam
temperature. As the temperature is decreased further, the
ues ofS(G1) andS(G2) approach unity, whileS(G3) goes
to zero, indicating a partially pinned structure. As shown
the inset of Fig. 2, the average displacementD of the vortices
from the centers of the pin squares exhibits a sharp incre
as the temperature is decreased acrossT.5.0 K. These re-
sults strongly suggest a phase transition between the par
pinned state and a state with square symmetry atT5Tc
.5 K.

In order to determine the nature of the transition, we ha
carried out a finite-size scaling study of the specific heatCv
of the system. As shown in Fig. 3,Cv peaks at the transition
temperature obtained from the behavior ofS(G) andD, and
the peak becomes higher and sharper as the size of the
tem is increased. This is the behavior expected at a cont
ous phase transition for which finite-size scaling theor11

predicts that the peak value ofCv should scale asLa/n,
whereL5AN is the linear size of the system, anda andn
are, respectively, the critical exponents for the specific h
and the correlation length. As shown in the inset of Fig.
our data are quite consistent with this behavior, witha/n
.0.46. Moreover, we have checked for hysteresis by m
suring the specific heat during heating and cooling runs.
did not find any evidence for hysteresis, confirming that
transition is a continuous one. The transition temperatur
found12 to depend nonmonotonically on the strengthA of the
pinning potential. AsA is decreased below a critical valu
near 1022, the transition temperature increases from ze
attains a maximum nearA5831025, and then decreases a
A is decreased further.

We have used symmetry arguments to construct a
model that should exhibit a phase transition in the same
versality class as the transition found in the vortex syste
As noted earlier, the vortex system has four degene
ground states: two in which the displacements from the c
ters of the pin squares are6Dminŷ (7Dminŷ) in even~odd!
columns of the pin lattice, and two others in which the d
placements are6Dminx̂ (7Dminx̂) in even ~odd! rows (x̂

FIG. 3. The specific heatCv ~in units ofkB) as a function of the
temperatureT for A51024 and two sample sizes,N564 andN
5400. The lines joining the data points are guides to the eye.
inset shows a double-log plot ofCvm , the peak value of the specifi
heat, as a function of the system sizeN5L2.
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and ŷ are unit vectors in the horizontal and vertical dire
tions, respectively!. We, therefore, consider four-state plan
‘‘spin’’ variables si located at the sites of the dual of the p
lattice. Each of these variables has unit length and can p
in the four directions,6 x̂, and6 ŷ. One may think of these
variables as representing the directions of small displa
ments of magnituded from the centers of the pin square
The distancesi j between two vortices in neighboring pi
squares, with displacementsdsi anddsj , is given by

si j
2 5d212d2~12si .sj !12dd~s j a2s ia!, ~2!

wherea is x ~y! if the spinssi and sj are separated hori
zontally ~vertically!. Since the intervortex interaction de
pends only on the distance, and the pinning potential isin-
dependentof the orientation of thes’s, the symmetry of the
vortex problem would be preserved in the spin model if
Hamiltonian is taken to be a suitably chosen function ofs2

that leads to the fourfold-degenerate ground-state struct
described above. We have found that the Hamiltonian

H5Jo(̂
i j &

exp~2si j
2 /s0

2!, ~3!

where the sum is over nearest-neighbor pairs andJ0 is an
energy parameter, leads to the expected ground-state s
ture if the length parameters0 is sufficiently large. By ex-
panding the exponential in Eq.~3! and making use of the
properties of thesi ’s, this Hamiltonian may be written as

H5(̂
i j &

@J1s ias j a1J2s ibs j b1J3s ias j a~s ia2s j a!

1J4s ia
2 s j a

2 1J5s ib
2 s j b

2 #, ~4!

wherea,b arex,y (y,x) for horizontal~vertical! bonds, and
J1 ,J2 ,J3 ,J4, andJ5 are functions ofJ0 ,d,d, ands0. While
the spins in our model are analogous to those in the fo
state clock model, the Hamiltonian of Eq.~4! does nothave
the z(4) symmetry of the clock model.

We have performed extensive MC simulations of the th
modynamics of the spin model forJ0510 ~this sets the tem-
perature scale!, d/s052 and d/d54. For these paramete
values, we find four degenerate ground states in which
spins point in6 x̂ directions in alternate rows, or in6 ŷ
directions in alternate columns. The order-parameterm is
defined as

m5
1

N
^uS1s ix2S2s ixu1uS3s iy2S4s iyu&, ~5!

where the four sumsSk ,k51 –4 are over even rows, od
rows, even columns, and odd columns, respectively. T
definition ensures thatm51 in any of the four ground states
The transition temperatureTc and the correlation-length ex
ponentn were determined from a finite-size scaling analy
of the data for the Binder cumulant11 for the order parameter
cm[12^m4&/(3^m2&2). The L and T dependence of this
quantity near the transition is expected to have the fo
cm(L,T)5 f (L1/nt), wheref is a scaling function andt5(T

e
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2Tc)/Tc . As shown in Fig. 4, plots ofcm vs T for different
sample sizes intersect atT5Tc.3.8, confirming the occur-
rence of a continuous transition. The inset of Fig. 4 sho
that the data forcm for differentL andT collapse to the same
scaling curve when plotted againstL1/n(T2Tc) with n
50.8. The other critical exponents, computed from fini
size scaling analysis of specific heat, order-parameter,
susceptibility data12 areb.0.05,g.1.5, anda.0.4. These
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values are consistent, within error bars, with the value ofa/n
obtained for the vortex system. These exponent values es
lish that the transition in our model is not in the universal
class of the four-state clock model. The observed criti
behavior is also quite different from that expected5,8 near a
Kosterlitz-Thouless-type transition. It appears that the u
versality class of this transition is different from those fou
in earlier studies of similar systems.

To conclude, we have shown that a 2d system of particles
in a periodic potential with square symmetry can have a p
tially pinned low-temperature phase that undergoes a c
tinuous transition to a weakly modulated liquid as the te
perature is increased. After the submission of this paper,
came across two recent papers that confirm some of our
dictions. An experimental study13 has analyzed the vorte
structure at the bottom surface of a thin superconductor w
a commensurate square array of pinning centers on the
surface. Vortex lines pinned at the top surface provide,
their elastic energy, an effective pinning potential of squ
symmetry at the bottom surface whose strength is a decr
ing function of the sample thickness. The experiment find
structure with the same symmetry as that of our ‘‘partia
pinned’’ lattice for a range of thicknesses. A numeric
modeling14 of the experimental system also yields resu
quite similar to those shown in the insets of Fig. 1.
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